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t h e  m u s i c
It is a mistake to generalize about the music of a composer with an oeuvre as broad as Lowell 
Liebermann’s—and not only because his music ranges from a body of widely performed 
piano works and chamber music, to a pair of acclaimed operas, to the body of works for large 
orchestra of which this recording presents just a selection. In a single piece, we can hear the 
centuries of music history absorbed into his omnivorous style, from the lyrical melodies and 
expansive, chromatic harmonies associated with the music of the so-called Romantic period,  
to non-tonal, atonal, and even twelve-tone elements.

But in fact it might be the attempt to reconcile these seemingly conflicted musical  
languages that characterizes Liebermann’s compositional voice. The interest built into one of 
his pieces is often found in the tension between a handsome, often emotionally fraught, tonal 
surface, and the severe formal rigor underpinning it. The tonal implications of his harmonies 
lean one way, while the form—perhaps tonal, perhaps not—tugs the reins in another.

In the case of Revelry, the seeming disconnect between the jubilant character of the piece 
and its overdetermining structure is taken to (intentionally) comic extremes. Commissioned to 
celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Westchester Symphony Orchestra, Revelry sounds like 
two slices of pure hedonism sandwiching a lyrical interlude. But the composer’s mischievous 
program note reads like a math lecture: “The piece is actually a series of variations on a 
twelve-note row,” it begins, “each variation transposed to the pitch-level of the successive 
pitches of the row itself. A dichotomy exists however in the set/form axis, as the horizontal 
material is triadically disposed on its vertical plane and, in addition, a secondary, bipartite form 
is imposed upon the primary variation form.” Everything he says here is technically true. The 
piece is formally organized around a twelve-tone series that also generates the harmonies of a 
set of variations, with a traditional binary form (fast–slow–fast) overlaid on those variations. 
But the uninitiated audience can put away their slide-rules. The piece is as exuberant as it 
is meticulously organized—and all the more exciting for that meticulous construction, as the 
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The Nocturne for orchestra is a case in point, an poignantly melodic work with a tune that 
will, as Liebermann says of Fauré, “pirouette on a note” when the underlying harmonies pivot 
in a different direction—a suitably nocturnal, eerie effect. Orchestrated for this recording, this 
originated as the sixth in the composer’s series of Nocturnes for solo piano, several of which 
were commissioned as elegies in memory of their dedicatees; Nocturne No. 6, unfortunately, 
joined them when Lynn Hantel, a friend of commissioner Richard Goula, passed away while the 
movement was being composed.
The final piece on this recording could be considered a summation, of some of the techniques 
explored elsewhere on the disc. The Concerto for Orchestra’s three movements—fast–slow–
fast—are tightly interconnected, all generated from a small handful of musical ideas, much in 
the way that Liebermann transforms Mozart’s theme with his variations, but on a still vaster 
scale. Each new musical idea is like the next link in a chain stretching from the ominous  
opening theme to the thunderous last measures: its octatonic scale, its yearning contours,  
and its asymmetrical rhythms shift and scintillate through every conceivable permutation.  
He describes this process as “motivic modulation,” much like his approach to harmony: 
“choose one element that you use as a modulating device to get from one theme to another.  
I don’t want the seams to show in my music—whatever I’m combining, I want it to be more 
than a conglomeration of different elements; I want it to all work together.”

And over this three-movement form, from the smaller ABA form of the first movement, to 
the ostentatious counterpoint (fugue, passacaglia) of the last, Liebermann has superimposed 
yet another overdetermining structure, his consideration of the “concerto” as a form in itself. 
Commissioned to write a Concerto for Orchestra by the Toledo Symphony, he decided that his 
contribution to the genre, invented by Béla Bartók, should be more literal than Bartók’s in its 
interpretation of that word, “concerto”: instead of simply writing a tone poem or a symphony, 
he not only wrote each section leader a virtuosic solo, he also gave the orchestra as a whole 

wide-ranging, unexpected harmonic motion works to force the melodies, and the musical  
tension, upwards and upwards.

Lieberman’s attraction to the variation form, to which he has returned again and again,  
is a natural outgrowth of his compositional process. He encourages his composing students  
to read their own scores as if they had been written by someone else, “and separate all the 
different elements, whether melodic, harmonic, rhythmic,” and analyze them individually—
essentially the same process by which a composer isolates the characteristics of a given 
theme, to explore and transform through variation.
In Variations on a Theme of Mozart, an orchestration and expansion—for 75th anniversary 
of the NHK Symphony, and dedicated to conductor Charles Dutoit—of a two-piano piece, he 
applies this logic to a melody from The Abduction from the Seraglio. The theme itself is a 
natural fit for the composer’s sensibility: the basic contour is spare enough to be reinterpreted 
a dozen different ways, Mozart’s comic–exotic harmonies zag in unexpected directions, like 
Liebermann’s own.

And so he mines enough interest from this unassuming tune to sustain a large-scale 
orchestral work. First stating the theme with “wrong notes” added, he interprets it with a  
variety of earnest sketches and outlandish caricatures, here shrinking the loping rhythm of  
the accompaniment into a tipsy swing, there using that mock-stately rhythmic unison as the 
basis for an eerie chorale. Low humor and high seriousness alternate and, finally, wrestle for 
dominance, as the piece draws to its conclusion with a huge, eight-part fugue, culminating in  
a quotation from Martin Luther’s “Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott”—with one last inevitable, 
pranging wrong note before the giddy coda.

Of course, descriptions of Lowell Liebermann’s virtuosity—that formal rigor, those flashes 
of extravagant counterpoint—do him a certain disservice. He is not a showoff; his music 
invites, and rewards, close attention, but with an elegant understatement that recalls Gabriel 
Fauré, one of Liebermann’s stated influences. “There is not one extra note in the music,” he 
marvels of Fauré, and his own music audibly aspires to that same pellucid beauty.



All concerts are broadcast on BBC Radio 3 and a number are televised, giving the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra the highest broadcast profile of any UK orchestra.
bbc.co.uk/symphonyorchestra

Music Director of the North Carolina Symphony, Grant Llewellyn is renowned for his excep-
tional charisma, energy and easy authority in music of all styles and periods. To date, Grant 
Llewellyn’s career has led him to hold positions with three European orchestras: Principal 
Conductor of the Royal Flanders Philharmonic, Principal Guest Conductor of the Stavanger 
Symphony Orchestra and Associate Guest Conductor with the BBC National Orchestra of Wales. 
Notable recent guest engagements have included the Helsinki Philharmonic, Northern Sinfonia, 
Orquestra Sinfónica do Porto Casa da Música and Toronto Symphony.

Grant Llewellyn has conducted many orchestras in North America, most notably the sym-
phonies of Atlanta, Boston, Houston, Montreal, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Toronto. As Music 
Director of the Handel and Haydn Society, America’s leading period orchestra, Llewellyn gained 
a reputation as a formidable interpreter of music of the Baroque and classical periods. 

His recording of American music with the North Carolina Symphony and Branford Marsalis 
for the Swedish label BIS has been released to critical acclaim with The Gramophone  
commenting “...the performances are more than just enthusiastic, with discipline remarkably 
tight...the result is a winner.”

moments of virtuoso ensemble playing, and packed the score with complex cross-rhythms—
“in a sense,” as he says, “a concerto for conductor,” as well, as challenging to lead is it is to play.

But here again, the form reads as more than a conglomeration of orchestral elements. The 
variation of instrumental color is as integral to the construction of the piece as any harmonic 
or rhythmic development. A showpiece, yes, but more than that, the Concerto never seems to 
introduce a solo, or combination of instruments, for its own sake. Instead, each new sound 
seems like the necessary vehicle for the musical ideas it contains—and are gathered up not 
into some Table of the Orchestral Elements but into a single, coherent artwork, painted from a 
vividly saturated, but nevertheless richly nuanced palette.

— Daniel Stephen Johnson

t h e  p e R f o R m e R s
The BBC Symphony Orchestra has played a central role at the heart of British musical life 
since its inception in 1930. It provides the backbone of the BBC Proms with around a dozen 
concerts each year, including the First and Last Nights.

The BBC SO has a strong commitment to 20th-century and contemporary music, with 
recent performances including commissions and premieres from Jonathan Harvey, György 
Kurtág, Alexander Goehr, Einojuhani Rautavaara and Kalevi Aho. As Associate Orchestra of 
the Barbican, the BBC SO performs an annual season of concerts there, including three Total 
Immersion events celebrating the music of a recent or living composer. 

BBC SO works closely with Conductor Laureates, Jiří Bělohlávek and Sir Andrew Davis, 
Semyon Bychkov, Günter Wand Conducting Chair, and Artist in Association Oliver Knussen. 
Sakari Oramo takes up the post of Chief Conductor in 2013.

The BBC SO makes numerous recordings at its Maida Vale home, some of which are free 
for the public to attend and it also performs throughout the world as well as undertaking an 
ambitious and innovative programme of learning projects each year. 



1	 Concerto	for	Orchestra	[31:46]

2	 Variations	on	a	Theme	by	Mozart	[22:46]

3	 Nocturne	[10:20]

4	 Revelry	[7:08]

	 Total	Time	=	72:00
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